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As far back as she can remember, Azadeh Moaveni has felt at odds with her tangled identity as

an Iranian-American. In suburban America, Azadeh lived in two worlds. At home, she was the

daughter of the Iranian exile community, serving tea, clinging to tradition, and dreaming of

Tehran. Outside, she was a California girl who practiced yoga and listened to Madonna. For

years, she ignored the tense standoff between her two cultures. But college magnified the

clash between Iran and America, and after graduating, she moved to Iran as a journalist. This

is the story of her search for identity, between two cultures cleaved apart by a violent history. It

is also the story of Iran, a restive land lost in the twilight of its revolution.Moaveni's

homecoming falls in the heady days of the country's reform movement, when young people

demonstrated in the streets and shouted for the Islamic regime to end. In these tumultuous

times, she struggles to build a life in a dark country, wholly unlike the luminous, saffron and

turquoise-tinted Iran of her imagination. As she leads us through the drug-soaked,

underground parties of Tehran, into the hedonistic lives of young people desperate for change,

Moaveni paints a rare portrait of Iran's rebellious next generation. The landscape of her Tehran

-- ski slopes, fashion shows, malls and cafes -- is populated by a cast of young people whose

exuberance and despair brings the modern reality of Iran to vivid life.

From Publishers WeeklyTime reporter Moaveni, the American-born child of Iranian exiles,

spent two years (2000–2001) working in Tehran. Although she reports on the overall tumult and

repression felt by Iranians between the 1999 pro-democracy student demonstrations and the

2002 "Axis of Evil" declaration, the book's dominant story is more intimate. Moaveni was on a

personal search "to figure out my relationship" to Iran. Neither her adolescent ethnic identity

conundrums nor her idyllic memories of a childhood visit prepared her for the realities she

confronted as she navigated Iran, learning its rules, restrictions and taboos—and how to evade

and even exploit them like a local. Because she was a journalist, the shadowy, unnerving

presence of an Iranian intelligence agent/interrogator hovered continually ("it would be useful if

we saw your work before publication," he told her). Readers also get intimate glimpses of

domestic life: Moaveni lived among family and depicts clandestine partying, women's gyms and

the popularity of cosmetic surgery. Eventually, Moaveni became "more at home than [her

mother] was" in Iran, and a visit to the U.S. showed how Moaveni, who now lives in Beirut, had

grown unaccustomed to American life, "where my Iranian instincts served no purpose." Lipstick

Jihad is a catchy title, but its flippancy does a disservice to Moaveni's nuanced narrative.

Agent, Diana Finch. (Mar.)Forecast:This work, as well as Afschineh Latifi's Even After All This

Time, reviewed above, joins the recent explosion of memoirs by women about living in Iran,

and could be displayed alongside Marjane Satrapi's Persepolis, Roya Hakakian's Journey from

the Land of No and Azar Nafisi's Reading Lolita in Tehran.Copyright © Reed Business

Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate

kindle_edition edition.From The Washington PostLike characters in a play whose first act takes

place in the lush summer and whose second act is set against barren winter trees, Iranians

have spent the last quarter-century defining themselves against the contrasting backdrops of

pre- and post-1979 Iran. Those who stayed in Iran after the Islamic revolution are faced with its

consequences every day; those who fled the country are only somewhat more removed.

Haunted by loss (of loved ones, of fortunes, of social networks) and sometimes by guilt (for



supporting the shah or the revolution too blindly, or for staying too much out of the fray), many

have spent these 26 years licking their wounds and mourning their old lives.It has fallen largely

to the younger generation to analyze this experience for Western readers. With a few

exceptions, the recent crop of Iran memoirs has been written by women who were children

when the revolution struck. Now in their twenties and thirties, they are fluent in English but still

conversant in their parents' language, able to explain the intricate latticework of Persian society

in the easy, often self-deprecating style of the American autobiography.Lipstick Jihad, by

Azadeh Moaveni, and Even After All This Time, by Afschineh Latifi, offer two versions of this,

one of which works better than the other. For Latifi, an Iranian-born New York attorney, Iran

switched from dream to nightmare when her father, a colonel in the shah's army, was executed

after the revolution. Goodbye to BMWs, swimming clubs and a happy, secure family; hello to

relatives seeking to marry off the preteen Latifi sisters to uneducated villagers while angling for

the family's remaining assets. The sisters were sent abroad, but Europe and America proved in

some ways as traumatic as what they had fled. Eventually they found professional success and

were reunited with their mother and brothers in the United States.Latifi's story is emblematic of

many immigrants' experiences -- the fashion faux pas, the English learned from "The Brady

Bunch" -- but her book often reads like a litany of these experiences instead of a distillation of

them. She seems to have recorded every scene she can remember from her life, in faithful

order, giving each equal weight -- a technique that may work in a legal document but feels

diffuse in a memoir. She records the date of each sibling's and parent's birthday, provides a

staggering 113 family snapshots, and includes minutiae about short-term jobs and law school

parties that seem unrelated to the book's themes. Yet the scene in which her mother reveals to

her brothers how their father died, years after the fact, gets only a page and is summed up with

"there was a great deal of crying in the house that night."At age 9, Latifi was told that the

revolution was engineered by the "intensely fanatical . . . fundamentalist mujahedeen"; as she

grew older, she didn't examine it much beyond that. If she ever reflected, during her lonely

teenage exile, on why the uprising was so popular, if she ever felt ambivalence about her

family's former privileged position or anger at her father's tragic refusal to flee, these feelings

are trumped by loyalty to her parents, whose absence of flaws in her eyes makes them lack

dimension as characters. Latifi's view of Iran is black and white, and a quick trip back there at

the end of the book doesn't add nuance; after she and her mother have trouble at a hotel

because they are unaccompanied women, she laments that "these people have ruined Iran"

and hurries back to New York.Azadeh Moaveni was born in 1976 into an Iranian expatriate

community in northern California that similarly viewed Iran as "a place of light, poetry and

nightingales" taken over by "a dark, evil force called the Revolution." As a child she absorbed

these "distorting myths of exile," and as a teenager she added her own cultural identity crises

to the brew. But having missed the revolution herself, Moaveni grew up less encumbered by the

history that weighed on the adults around her, and when she decided to try living and working

as a journalist in Tehran, she became a conduit for Iranians and Westerners to gain new

perspectives on the country.She arrived in 2000, when Iran's reformists had started to lose

their teeth and their rock-star appeal and the conservatives had eased up on sartorial

restrictions while continuing their assault on political freedoms. Moaveni is part of Iran's largest

generation, the two-thirds of the country who are under 30 and are more interested in the latest

rhinoplasty surgeons and bloggers than in the university's Friday prayer sessions. Some there

saw her as a foreigner, and some considered her a wash-up for still being unmarried at 24, but

on the whole she blended in with other Iranians and joined in their complex relationship with a

country that evokes both fierce love and utter despair from its inhabitants. Years of civil rights



abuses make Iranians "dream more modestly," but the criminalization of sexuality makes them

crackle with sexual energy. Teenagers in 5-inch heels use martyrs' holidays as an excuse to

throw make-out parties; disillusioned matrons trade Islam for yoga; mullahs who rail against

"bourgeois" miniature poodles try to get Moaveni's cell phone number for a date.Lipstick

Jihad's sensational-sounding title is in fact apt. It refers to Iranians who, despite the regime's

dictates, insist on what Moaveni calls an "as if" lifestyle, living as if it were permitted to "speak

your mind, challenge authority . . . wear too much lipstick." Women especially engage every

day in this "slow, deliberate, widespread act of defiance. A jihad, in the classical sense of the

word: a struggle."Moaveni has a journalist's eye for that struggle and a memoirist's knack for

finding meaning in her own internal conflicts. For her, living in Iran meant inhabiting the "what

if" world she might have grown up in, the oft-imagined world made flesh. Much of the time she

felt alienated by it, but she writes affectingly of a moment in which her two worlds converged,

on a ski slope when a friend used a Farsi term for "dear" that Moaveni recalled from the

Iranians in California. "Until then, I had believed smells were the keys that unlocked memory,

uniquely able to transport you back to some distant point in the past, in a heady flash. . . . But

when I heard the word aziz, that endearment woven into the fabric of my childhood . . . I melted

like a cat picked up by the scruff of its neck."Despite such moments, Moaveni eventually

abandoned the struggle to live in Iran. But her journey there provides a welcome alternative to

the dark/light vision of it she grew up with. Her book shows us what Iran looks like in spring and

fall, with all those seasons' biting winds and unexpected days of sunshine.Reviewed by Tara

BahrampourCopyright 2005, The Washington Post Co. All Rights Reserved.--This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.Review""Moaveni writes unusually well and perceptively." --

New York Times Book Review"A moving memoir of identity... finely written and thought-

provoking." -- Atlanta Journal-Constitution"Beautifully nuanced, complex, illuminating...

Moaveni makes Iran a distinct entity." -- Kirkus Reviews"Moaveni has a journalist's eye for

struggle... and a memoirist's knack for finding meaning in her own internal conflicts." --

Washington Post Book World"Moaveni is a tenacious observer and a first-rate journalist . . ." --

Minneapolis Star-Tribune"Moaveni suffuses her book with the rich detail and critical

observation of a good reporter." -- Houston Chronicle"Moaveni writes unusually well and

perceptively." -- New York Times Book Reviewv, March 13, 2005"Moaveni... has crafted a

layered, achingly personal look at the internal conflicts she experienced while growing up." --

San Jose Mercury News"The verdict: A moving memoir of identity." -- Atlanta Journal-

Constitution, March 20, 2005Moaveni . . . offers a deeply personal first glimpse of Gen X

Iranians in the United States and Iran . . . [with] irresistible vitality. -- St.Petersburg Times,

March 27, 2005 --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorAzadeh

Moaveni grew up in San Jose and studied politics at the University of California, Santa Cruz.

She won a Fulbright fellowship to Egypt, and studied Arabic at the American University in

Cairo. For three years she worked across the Middle East as a reporter for Time Magazine ,

before joining the Los Angeles Times to cover the war in Iraq. She lives in Beirut. --This text

refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From School Library JournalAdult/High School–

Moaveni went to Tehran to report for Time–to find out both the truth about Iran and, she hoped,

her "authentic self." One of the strongest memoirs written about being trapped between two

countries, the book begins with the author as a young Californian who told friends she was

"Persian." Secretly enthralled by the country her parents left during the Islamic Revolution, she

wanted to love Iran and determined to give it a chance. She quickly adapted to not smoking or

smiling in public. She learned how dating boys and girls seen together on the street are subject

to being beaten by the police. During her time in Iran, certain regulations relaxed: veils and



roopooshes became available in an array of colors. Citizens pulled off the occasional wild party

in the street. There were things she could not accept–as when a friend of hers was caught with

a bottle of wine and fined 30 lashes. The author writes well about the aftermath of 9/11–feeling

"suspect" in the U.S. and tensing under the weight of President Bush's naming Iran as part of

an "Axis of Evil." She includes many stories about Iranians with varying situations and

perspectives. Her book is an excellent introduction to the country's recent history and the

Islamic Revolution. It makes fine reading both for those who will identify with the author and for

those who are curious about how teens in very different countries negotiate their lives.–Emily

Lloyd, Stephen J. Betze Library, Georgetown, DECopyright © Reed Business Information, a

division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition

edition.From BooklistAfter growing up in suburban California, where she never felt fully

comfortable, Moaveni moved in 2000 to Iran, the land her parents had fled. Although she spent

her childhood aching to live in Tehran, the place she discovers is nothing like she imagined--

and, indeed, not what most of us imagine, either. She describes a sprawling city choked by

smog and traffic; people "preoccupied by sex in the manner of dieters constantly thinking about

food"; and, of course, the volunteer Morality Police, whose brazen cruelty has to be read about

to be believed. Moaveni has captured Tehran's youth, the "student demonstrators" often in the

news, in both their worldliness and their ignorance. And although much of the writing tells more

than it shows, Moaveni is riveting when she works her way into a scene--capturing, for

instance, the horror of a girl who must not react when the Morality Police beat her boyfriend

lest they find out she is breaking shariah by dating. Not quite Persepolis without the pictures,

but good stuff all the same. John GreenCopyright © American Library Association. All rights

reserved --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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JIHADCopyright PagePRAISE FOR LIPSTICK JIHAD“[The] sense of being an outsider in two

worlds may have made daily life difficult for Ms. Moaveni, but it also makes her a wonderfully

acute observer, someone keenly attuned not only to the differences between American and

Iranian cultures, but also to the ironies and contradictions of life today in Tehran.”—Michiko

Kakutani, The New York Times“Moaveni has closed the cultural gulf between young America

and young Iran by building a bridge of her own and personally escorting readers across. It’s an

invitation readers should accept.”—The Boston Globe“[A] vivid memoir of . . . Moaveni’s time as

a journalist among the ‘lost generation’ of young Iranians and their rebellion against the petty

rules that symbolize the greater freedoms denied to them.—Los Angeles Times“Moaveni

writes unusually well and perceptively.”—New York Times Book Review“[Lipstick Jihad] shows

us what Iran looks like in spring and fall, with all those seasons’ biting winds and unexpected

days of sunshine.”—Washington Post Book World“Moaveni suffuses her book with the rich

detail and critical observation of a good reporter. . . . It is refreshing and astonishing to see

what lies behind [Iran’s] closed doors: real people who do yoga, drink exotic cocktails and are

torn about whether the United States is their enemy or potential savior.”—Houston

Chronicle“The verdict: A moving memoir of identity. This finely written and thought-provoking

memoir . . . will resonate with readers who have struggled to find themselves in the world, apart

from geography or cultural mandates.”—Atlanta Journal-Constitution“Lipstick Jihad . . . is as

much personal as political, recounting [Moaveni’s] efforts to find satisfaction in being Iranian,

and to achieve a sense of belonging that eluded her in California. . . . The author’s capacity to

appreciate these moments and yet look critically at political and social problems in the country

is a kind of integration of nostalgia and reality that sets her story apart from what could have

been a predictable homecoming tale.”—The Nation“Moaveni’s memoir takes us nowhere we’ve

been before, or even read about in the daily papers, with tales of young people whose

hedonistic lifestyle behind closed doors helped push the pendulum so far in the other direction

that they effected real change on the streets. . . . A must-read for anybody interested in taking a

peek at the multifaceted human experiences that lie behind the headlines.”—Elle.com“[A]

deeply personal glimpse of Gen X Iranians in the United States and Iran. [Moaveni’s]

account . . . possesses an irresistible vitality.”—St. Petersburg Times“Reading Lipstick Jihad is

a bit like hearing someone’s cell-phone conversation on the bus, only way better: Her words

are interesting, and she’s talking to you. The only frustration is that you can’t talk back.”—Time

Out New York“[G]ripping. . . . Moaveni paints a damning picture of daily life in Tehran with a

hundred fascinating, subtle details. . . . But much to [her] credit, she is able to find the

redeeming aspects of what often reads like a sojourn inone of the outer circles of hell.”—LA

Weekly“Moaveni’s insider status . . . allowed her a particularly detailed and revealing view of

Iranians, especially those of her generation, while her work as a journalist allowed her access

and freedom of movement. For the reader, she is the ultimate guide. . . . Her portrait of Iran . . .

is a fascinating, layered study. Lipstick Jihad offers a new and welcome understanding of a

troubled country where daily life is infinitely more complicated than newspaperheadlines would



lead us to believe.”—San Diego Union-Tribune“American perceptions might be challenged by

reading Moaveni’s insider accounts of an Iran that includes private parties, presidential

elections, plastic surgery, Weblogs, skiing, hamburgers and sushi bars, and watching Ally

McBeal and Sex in the City via verboten but widespread satellite dishes.”—East Bay

Express“In recording her struggle to find and make a home in the world Moaveni joins other

hyphenated Iranian writers like Marjane Satrapi (Persepolis and Persepolis 2), Gelareh

Asayesh (Saffron Sky), and Azar Nafisi (Reading Lolita in Tehran). Moaveni’s advantage is that

she has both a private and public life in Tehran, and is willing to mine both for material.”—

Chicago ReaderFor my parents,andin memory of Kaveh GolestanINTRODUCTIONI was born

in Palo Alto, California, into the lap of an Iranian diaspora community awash in nostalgia and

longing for an Iran many thousands of miles away. As a girl, raised on the distorting myths of

exile, I imagined myself a Persian princess, estranged from my homeland—a place of light,

poetry, and nightingales—by a dark, evil force called the Revolution. I borrowed the plot from

Star Wars, convinced it told Iran’s story. Ayatollah Khomeini was Darth Vader. Tromping about

suburban California, I lived out this fantasy. There must be some supernatural explanation, I

reasoned, for the space landing of thousands of Tehranis to a world of vegan smoothies and

Volvos, chakras, and Tupak.Growing up, I had no doubt that I was Persian. Persian like a fluffy

cat, a silky carpet—a vaguely Oriental notion belonging to history, untraceable on a map. It was

the term we insisted on using at the time, embarrassed by any association with Iran, the

modern country, the hostage-taking Death Star. Living a myth, a fantasy, made it easier to be

Iranian in America.As life took its course, as I grew up and went to college, discovered myself,

and charted a career, my Iranian sense of self remained intact. But when I moved to Tehran in

2000—pleased with my pluckiness, and eager to prove myself as a young journalist—it, along

with the fantasies, dissolved. Iran, as it turned out, was not the Death Star, but a country where

people voted, picked their noses, and ate French fries. Being a Persian girl in California, it

turned out, was like, a totally different thing than being a young Iranian woman in the Islamic

Republic of Iran. In hindsight, these two points seem startlingly obvious, but no one ever

pointed them out, probably because if you need them pointed out, you clearly have problems.

So I learned for myself, as I endured a second, equally fraught coming of age—this time as a

Californian in Iran. I never intended my Iranian odyssey as a search for self, but a very different

me emerged at its end. I went looking for modern Iran, especially the generation of the

revolution, the lost generation as it is sometimes called. The generation I would have belonged

to, had I not grown up outside.For two years, I worked as a journalist for Time magazine,

reporting on the twists and turns of Iranian society, through high politics and ordinary life. Since

1998, the revolutionary regime’s experiments with political reform—a brief flirtation with

democracy—had captured the world’s attention. The cultural rebellion of Iranian youth against

the rigid, traditionalist system fizzed with unknown potential. As a journalist, I arrived during

these times with urgent questions. Was Iran really becoming more democratic? What did

young people want, exactly? Did demographics (two-thirds of the 70 million population is under

thirty) make change inevitable? Would there be another revolution, or did Iranians prefer this

regime to secularize? Were Iranians really pro-American, or just anti-clerical? Often there was

more than one answer, maddeningly contradictory, equally correct.I came to see Iranian

society as culturally confused, politically deadlocked, and emotionally anguished. While the

vast majority of Iranians despised the clerics and dreamed of a secular government, no easy

path to that destination presented itself. In the meanwhile, revolutionary ideology was drawing

its last, gasping breaths. Its imminent death was everywhere on display. You saw it when Basiji

kids, the regime’s thug-fundamentalist militia, stopped a car for playing banned music,



confiscated the tapes, and then popped them into their own car stereo. You saw it when the

children of senior clerics showed up at parties and on the ski slopes, dressed in Western

clothes and alienated from their parents’ radical legacy. It was there outside the courthouse on

Vozara Street, where young people laughed and joked as they awaited their trials and lashings,

before brushing them off and going on to the next party.Iran’s young generation—the

generation born just before the revolution or along with—is transforming Iran from below. From

the religious student activists to the ecstasy-trippers, from the bloggers to the bed-hopping

college students, they will decide Iran’s future. I decided I wanted to live like them, as they did,

their “as if” lifestyle. They chose to act “as if” it was permitted to hold hands on the street, blast

music at parties, speak your mind, challenge authority, take your drug of choice, grow your hair

long, wear too much lipstick. This generation taught me how to unlock the mystery of Iran—

how nothing perceptibly alters, but everything changes—not by reading the newspapers but by

living an approximation of a young Iranian’s life. That is why I cannot write about them without

writing about myself. That is why this is both their story, and my own.Today, in a quiet room in a

country not far from Iran in space, I am finally unpacking the boxes from those two years in

Tehran. As I sort through the clothes, peeling veil from veil, it is like tracing the rings of a tree

trunk to tell its evolution. The outer layers are a wash of color, dashing tones of turquoise and

frothy pink, in delicate chiffons and translucent silks. They are colors that are found in life—the

color of pomegranates and pistachio, the sky and bright spring leaves—in fabrics that breathe.

Underneath, as I dig down, there are dark, matte veils, long, formless robes in funeral tones of

slate and black. That is what we wore, back in 1998. Along the way, the laws never changed.

Parliament never officially pardoned color, sanctioned the exposure of toes and waistlines.

Young women did it themselves, en masse, a slow, deliberate, widespread act of defiance. A

jihad, in the classical sense of the word: a struggle.CHAPTER ONEThe Secret GardenYou ask

me about that country, whose details now escape me,I don’t remember its geography, nothing

of its history.And should I visit it in memory,It would be as I would a past lover,After years, for a

night, no longer restless with passion,With no fear of regret.I have reached that age when one

visits the heart merely as a courtesy.—FAIZ AHMED FAIZIt was so cool and quiet up in the

toot (mulberry) tree that I never wanted to come down. I didn’t have to; the orchard was so

dense that I could scramble from the limb of one tree to another, plucking the plump, red

berries as I went along. The sweet juice made my fingers stick together, but I couldn’t stop

climbing. The trees stretched out as far as I could see, a glorious forest of mulberries, ripe for

my picking. I loved mulberries, but until that summer in Tehran, I had only tasted them dried,

from little plastic packets sold in the Iranian grocery story in San Jose. Riveted by the

abundance, and the squishy texture of the berry in its fresh form—a whole new delight—I had

spent the better part of the afternoon perched in the shady canopy of the orchard. “Azadeh jan,

I am going to count to three, and you had better come down,” came Maman’s glaring voice

from somewhere far below. I gave in, but only because of the preliminary pangs of the hideous

stomach-ache to come. Sedigheh Khanoum, one of the farmers who took care of the orchards

at Farahzad and who had tended Maman’s stomach when she was little, made me tea with

sugar crystals, to soothe the cramps. And I lay content on my back on the Persian rug outside,

as Maman chatted with Sedigheh about our life in America, debating whether tomorrow I

should go after the delicate white toot, or the dark red.Only a very small child in the safety of a

walled family compound would have felt liberated in Iran one year after the Islamic Revolution,

but I was blissfully unaware of such matters. Finally, I was unleashed, and wanted to stay

forever in this country where I could romp about freely. In Iran I could play wherever and with

whomever I wanted—in the street, in the backyard, with the caretaker’s daughter, with my



brand-new duck. When my cousins and I played at our grandparents’ apartment complex in

California, we had to be visible and within hearing distance at all times. We were tethered to

our parents’ fears: that we might consort with “street children”—which I later realized only

meant normal kids who were allowed to play outside—or that some terrible fate might befall us

in this as yet foreign country. If we were to blip off the radar for more than a few minutes, a

search and rescue squad would fan out in our pursuit. Neither I nor my cousins tolerated this

cloying protectiveness well, and occasionally we would dial 911 in revenge, for the pleasure of

watching our poor grandmother or aunt explain to a stern policeman who knocked on the door

that “Surely, sir, there is mistake; here we are having no emergency.”In Tehran that summer, I

wasn’t the only one unleashed. My mother could barely stay put, flitting from house to house,

from Tehran to the Caspian and back again; even when she was at home, sitting down, she

was gulping in space—high ceilings, drawing rooms vast enough that I could race a tricycle

down from one end to the other—as though her lungs had only been partially breathing the

whole time she’d been away. I finally saw Maman, my beautiful, proud, mad mother, laughing

gustily, instead of the tight-lipped smile she wore as she chauffeured me around San Jose, to

piano lessons, to ice skating lessons, to gymnastics, back and forth to school, all by herself. It

was often just the two of us, on this trip to Iran, and back in California as well. My parents had

divorced shortly after they permanently moved to America in 1976, just a few months after I

was born.She took me to the pastry shop on Pahlavi Boulevard, where we bought the bite-

sized creampuffs we had labored over in our kitchen in San Jose, and the ice cream that I

forever after associated with that summer in Tehran, that fleeting glimpse of the life we might

have had. Akbar-mashti, it was called, saffron-colored, dotted with bits of cream and bright

flecks of pistachio, perfumed with rose water. Pahlavi ran north-south through Tehran, from the

foot of the Alborz mountains downtown, and we walked its northern length, licking our ice

cream as it dripped between two thin wafers. Later I would learn that Reza Shah, the late Shah

of Iran’s father, modeled the boulevard after the arteries of Paris, and that it had been renamed

by the revolution Vali Asr (after the Mahdi, the occulted, final iman of Shiism), but that everyone

still called it Pahlavi. Years later I would flee down its side streets, tripping in flimsy sandals,

away from Islamic vigilantes with clubs who would kill and die to make sure the name never

changed back. But that summer it was only an elegant slope of sycamores where Maman

would take me for bastani (ice cream), where I first discovered that a boulevard could be lined

on both sides with a flowing stream, a joob, covered with little bridges.To my five-year-old

suburban American sensibilities, exposed to nothing more mystical than the Smurfs, Iran was

suffused with drama and magic. After Friday lunch at my grandfather’s, once the last plates of

sliced cantaloupe were cleared away, everyone retired to the bedrooms to nap. Inevitably there

was a willing aunt or cousin on hand to scratch my back as I fell asleep. Unused to the siesta

ritual, I woke up after half an hour to find the bed I was sharing with my cousin swathed in a

tower of creamy gauze that stretched high up to the ceiling. “Wake up,” I nudged him, “we’re

surrounded!” “It’s for the mosquitoes, khareh, ass, go back to sleep.” To me it was like a fairy

tale, and I peered through the netting to the living room, to the table heaped with plump dates

and the dense, aromatic baklava we would nibble on later with tea. The day before I had

helped my grandmother, Razi joon, make ash-e gooshvareh, “earring stew”; we made hoops

out of the fresh pasta, and dropped them into the vat of simmering herbs and lamb. Here even

the ordinary had charm, even the names of stews.It was high summer, so many nights we slept

outdoors, on the roof of my uncle’s building in Shemroon, north Tehran. The servants would

carry out the mattresses, the piles of pillows and linens, and we would talk until late, sipping

sour cherry juice, before falling asleep under the stars. When the weather turned cold, one of



the rooms inside was transformed into a korsi—a cozy heap of cushions, carpets, and

blankets, arranged in a circle around a central fire of coals, a sort of giant, round, heated bed

that served as the venue for winter salons. Each morning, I would sit at my spot at the long

table in the airy kitchen, and spin the silver jam wheel, deciding whether to heap carrot, quince,

or fig jam on my hot, buttered barbari bread, before sneaking off to snuggle under the korsi.It

was only once we arrived in Iran that the mystery of our life in California began to make sense.

I finally saw the world that had been left behind, and the world our existence in California was

dedicated to recapturing. Before that summer, my first visit back, I had suspected my family of

collective dissimulation. I would ask my grandfather countless times, “Agha Joon, were you

really a judge in Iran?” I couldn’t conceive how, if the stories were true, they could be

reconciled with the only reality that I knew.I was entirely unconscious at that age of the

revolution, and how in classic revolutionary fashion, one social class had overthrown another.

Before that came to pass, Iranian society was divided into a tiny upper class, a wide middle

with its own distinguishable upper and lower parts, and a sizable body of poor or working class.

My mother’s family fell somewhere in the area between middle and upper-middle, which meant

that they were landowners, and able to send four children to the West for university. Most

strands of my father’s family were wealthy, and belonged to that upper class that the

revolutionaries of 1979 were bent on unseating. One of my uncles had been roommates at

Berkeley with Mustafa Chamran, who became one of the leaders in the uprising. They had

been friendly in those college days, and when at the dawn of the revolution my uncle was taken

to prison, he contacted his old roommate Chamran. No reply. “Your type must go,” came a

message, through a friend.Leaving Tehran broke my heart. My pet duck died the week we were

to go, and Maman tried to console me with promises of a kitten back home. I was too young to

understand that what I didn’t want to part with was a newfound sense of wholeness—a sense

of belonging in a world that embraced us. The memories of those few months colored the rest

of our life in America. They flooded back vividly, when my grandmother cooked jam, when

Maman took me with her to the bank, to visit the safety-deposit box where she kept all the

jewelry she no longer wore, the gold bangles and dainty earrings our relatives had bestowed

on me in Tehran. In times of acute alienation, they were a reminder that things could be

different; proof that the often awkward fusion of East and West in our American lives didn’t

necessarily point to our failure, but the inherent tension of the attempt. At those times when I

was most furious with Maman, I would recall the lightness of our days in Tehran, her easy

smile and fluid movements, and remind myself of the strength it took for her to build a life in a

strange country, alone.My maternal grandparents came to the United States in the mid-1970s,

intending to base themselves for good near Stanford Hospital, where my grandmother’s ailing

heart could be sustained by a pacemaker and tended by skilled cardiologists. My own parents

had attended university in California in the late sixties, along with their many siblings, but like

most Iranian students of that generation, they chose not to stay. They returned to Iran with

American degrees, and lofty dreams of modernizing the homeland, and discouraging the Shah

of Iran from behaving like an authoritarian American puppet. In 1976, my parents married and

came to the United States, with no fixed idea of staying forever, but a passing wish to be near

my grandparents, lonely in their medical exile. The rest of the family, all their brothers and

sisters, remained in Iran, intending to lead international lives traveling back and forth between

Iran and the West, the twin poles of modernity and home. Until 1979, the year of the great

catastrophe that tossed our lives up into the air, scattering us haphazardly like leaves in a

storm.It came to be known as the Islamic Revolution, though even that term is contested by

people like my relatives, who insist it was a populist uprising stolen by fundamentalist clerics.



Until 1979, Iran was ruled by Shah Mohammed Reza Pahlavi, a detached, out-of-touch leader

whose unpopular government was propped up in 1953 by an American-British coup. The Shah,

in the classic style of Middle East potentates, reigned with an authoritarian hand and an

allegiance to policies favored by his American backers. He spent vast reserves of oil money on

the latest American military technology, but neglected to manage the urbanization and rapid

growth that was transforming Iranian society. While he staged baroque, extravagant spectacles

in honor of the Persian dynastic tradition, his critics were silenced, and great swaths of Iranian

society stayed poor. The sliver that thrived did so flamboyantly, with a Western easiness that

provoked the majority of Iranians too traditional and too poor to appreciate the advent of bikinis

and Christian Dior. By the late 1970s, resentment against the Shah’s regime—for its pro-

Western tilt, for its stifling of political dissent, and for economic policies that widened the

disparity in wealth—gained momentum, and the revolution unfolded. Some of my relatives left

shortly before, when the rumblings grew louder. Of my father’s two brothers, one went to prison

for his ties to the monarchy; another stayed to cheer the great nationalist revolt.When radical

students took the American embassy hostage in 1979, they transformed a classic revolution

into a dramatic confrontation with the United States. The hostage taking energized the uprising

and added an iconoclastic dimension, a historic triumph of East over West. That is why, to this

day, the Islamic Republic cultivates its stale anti-Americanism, once the life force of the

revolution. The freshly minted regime immediately went to war with Iraq, and the two great

strategic powers of the Middle East sapped each other’s strength for nearly a decade.To be

Iranian in the United States during the 1980s meant living perpetually in the shadow of the

hostage crisis. Many Iranians dealt with this by becoming the perfect immigrants: successful,

assimilated, with flawless, relaxed American English and cheerfully pro-American political

sentiments. Not Maman. I should’ve known the day I was flipping through old black and white

photos of her college years in California. There she stood, with an elaborate beehive, wearing

a mini-skirt covered with paisleys, hoisting a placard that read “Palestine is ours!” From my

aunts, other relatives, and American family friends who had attended college at places like UC

Berkeley and USC in the 1960s, I’d heard stories of a thriving expatriate Iranian student scene

—they snorted cocaine, skied, drove fast cars, jet-setting between California, Europe, and

Tehran. Why hadn’t she been hanging out with them?Maman imposed on our life in California

her strict sense of justice, which others seemed to find noble but which to me was simply an

effort to destroy my peace of mind. Often I’d come home from school to find a perfect stranger

at the kitchen table, the latest Iranian charity case—an abused wife, a teenage runaway—she’d

taken up to rescue. Sometimes these strangers would live with us for weeks, while Maman

ignored my complaints that she should be concerned with baking cookies and acting like a

normal American parent.But fate, it seemed, had dealt me a mother who night after night

shook her fist at the television, decrying America’s latest interference in Latin America, or the

brutal crimes being perpetrated against Palestinians. At the time, these tirades confused me. I

didn’t understand how what happened in Palestine related to us, living quietly in our corner of

California. I didn’t understand why these distant political conflicts were woven into her

consciousness, why they resonated so forcefully.The high volume of Maman’s emotional

politics made me feel even more estranged from my friends at school, at an age when nothing

is more painful. Their houses were oases of calm, full of candy and movies and carefree

parents who took them to baseball games. In these sane households, the biographies of

visitors were simple; at our house, even casual acquaintances came through with political

résumés (“This is Fereshteh, a reformed Mujahed; Dariush, who was once Fedayeen . . . ”).

Only after serious deliberation would I bring the most trusted friends over, exposing them to



strange smells, wailing music, and Maman yelling political grievances into the phone (“you’ll

never believe what these bastards did today in _____!”). For many years my overriding

objective in meeting new people was to avoid mention of my Iranianness. That my name gave

me away, that people would ask in a smiley, kind way where I was from, and that I would have

to say it, “Iran,” and watch their faces settle into a blank, this was a permanent source of

discomfort. I wasn’t sure what made me feel more wretched: being embarrassed to be Iranian,

or guilt at being embarrassed. Saying I was Persian helped, but no one knew what or where

Persia was, exactly, and there would often be follow-up questions. The adults were marinating

in politics, and had little sense of how hard it was on us, the kids.I can still recall with perfect

vividness the first day of school each year, when I would squirm miserably in my seat as the

teacher called roll. As she approached the K’s and L’s, I knew the second she slowed down that

she had arrived at my name; that she would bludgeon its pronunciation I had already accepted,

but I prayed not to be asked in front of everyone else its origins, to have to utter that word, Iran.

Maman suggested I take on an English name for use at school, and I toyed with Elizabeth, the

most un-Azadeh name I could think of. I practiced signing my diary entries with Liz, in a flourish

of violet ink, but it glowed on the page, embarrassing and alien. I resigned myself to a life of

Azadeh, which means “one who is free,” a name that became popular right before and after the

revolution. As a rebellious teenager, constrained by Maman’s rules, my relatives teased me

mercilessly. You’re not free, neither is Iran. Haha.As though she knew how earnestly I sought to

keep my Iranianness under cover, Maman, my nemesis, would sweep into my classroom each

year in the spring, and do a special presentation on Persian New Year (Noruz). Each year I

would drag myself out of the navy blue Volvo, its somber, boxy lines a fitting vehicle for my

dejected spirit, and watch her patiently unpack the colored eggs, and everything else that went

on the haft-seen, the ritual table setting of the Seven S’s, out of the trunk. “Are you sure you

want to go through with this?” I’d ask her. “I think everyone still remembers your presentation

from last year.” It was always futile, and I would prepare myself for the hour when she would

undo what I had spent weeks trying to cultivate: ethnic ambiguity. “The eggs—like your Easter

eggs, see how nicely Azadeh has colored them—symbolize fertility; the coins success; the

sprouted wheat, new life. Two weeks after the new year, we go on picnics, tie scraps of fabric to

trees, and toss the wheat in the river.” I tried to visualize what must be going through my

classmates’ minds: masses of mad Persians flinging clumps of grass into the dank reservoir at

the local park. I wanted to kill her.When she wasn’t busy canceling subscriptions to news

magazines that were too pro-establishment, Maman tried to find us a niche in California. Finally

she did—among the hippie, hyper-educated liberals who sent their kids to alternative school

with organic lunches. I condoned this set of acquaintances, despite the peacenik coffees,

because they talked so knowledgeably of Iran—its poetry, music, and history—and seemed to

think being Iranian was wonderful. In the presence of these hippie friends, my resentment of

Iranianness receded.Around the same time Maman took up Hinduism, and on weekends we

drove up to the ashram in Oakland to chant together at children’s satsang, the practice of

coming together in the company of Truth. There were work-shops on most everything, from

living life with spontaneity to reupholstering the divine source within you. Eventually we

switched to a local ashram, but occasionally went to Oakland for many years. The hours I spent

crosslegged in these candle-lit, incense-infused rooms were among the only moments I felt

comfortable in my own skin. Everyone was too dippy and preoccupied with vegan curry and

their chakras to care that we were Iranian; in fact, they thought it was sort of neat, and we were

embraced with the squishy affection of people fond of the exotic.The Iranian community of

northern California, in my youth, was an enclave of constantly shifting associations, of social



and financial status, political affiliation, and otherwise. There were older families, like my

parents, who had been there longer, but as the revolution churned Iran, it cast out thousands of

exiles, many of whom gravitated toward California. In weather, the proximity of beach to ski

slope, the climate resembled Iran. Over the next decade, these Iranians would re-establish

their social networks, assimilate, and rebuild their lives, with a constant eye at how their co-

exiles were faring—who was adapting faster? Who managed to transfer their wealth, and who

had to start over? Who was making social concessions in their selection of acceptable

acquaintances, and who was becoming more exclusive? All these questions were meant to get

at the most important one of all: who had managed to maintain their dignity, keep their way of

life intact, and who had been forced, either by financial ruin or mental weakness, to dignify the

revolution by allowing it to determine all that was to come? Fate had scattered much of upper-

class Tehran throughout Europe and America, but it hadn’t absolved the age-old compulsion to

weigh ancestry and make authoritative judgments separating the common from the elect. Often

when Iranians encountered each other in public, they pretended not to recognize each other as

fellow Iranians, speaking English to one another in identical accents. This self-conscious public

theater was preferable to acknowledging each other in Farsi, a language that is spoken

differently depending on whom one is speaking to. Even my father, the Marxist who spurned

class barriers and ridiculed my mother’s operagoing bourgeois habits, would whisper

hamvatan, country-man, to me, in a store, then proceed to address the person in English.Our

relatives, whom I will call the Pakravans, had somehow managed the crossing more proficiently

—in suburban northern California their houses multiplied, their cars seemed to upgrade

themselves, and with each passing year they acquired more desirable zip codes, until finally

they had succeeded in re-creating a sort of life that approximated the one they had left behind.

They had shed the shameful compromises imposed by our less well-managed crossing, and

the contrast always stung. It was never quite discussed as such—confronting this would have

meant also confronting how we had somehow failed. The reasons why they had recaptured

their status, forcibly reinstated grace and comfort into their lives, became a source of

obsession for Maman, her sisters, the entire family. My great-uncle went in person to the bank

in San Jose where everyone managed their finances and demanded the manager tell him how

much money Mr. Pakravan had transferred from Iran. I can’t disclose that sort of information, he

was told. My great-uncle drew his shoulders back. Once a colonel in the army of his Royal

Majesty, the Light of the Aryans, now being dismissed by a petty clerk. You must tell me, at

least who brought more? He did, the bank manager finally said in exasperation. Was it a

question of orzeh (talent) or timing? The debate raged. But the truth, as it tends to be, was

actually rather simple. The Pakravans were savvier with their finances, saving and investing

with wisdom and forethought. With my mother’s side of the family, not only did fiscal prudence

not come naturally, but old habits died hard. Thousands of dollars could be cut down to nothing

in a few hours at the roulette table. Annual trips to Europe were deemed necessities.

Wardrobes required maintenance. Unsurprisingly, it did not all come together very well. Over

the years their laments became a mantra of regret: if only my grandmother had brought her

money over when the toman was strong against the dollar (for Iranians, when the dollar

equaled seven tomans and before the revolution were interchangeable markers of time); if only

she too had bought houses when her savings could have easily purchased them and not

waited until the devaluing of the toman made even the rent of a modest two-bedroom

apartment a hardship.Those were the first years after the revolution, when it wasn’t clear

whether Iran would mutate once again, consolidate, or collapse under the weight of a war with

Iraq. How do you make decisions, when your fate hangs in the balance of a country in chaos?



How do you force yourself to build a new life, when deep in your heart you hold out hope that

the nightmare will end, and your country will be returned to you? My youngest aunt, Farzaneh,

who I called Khaleh Farzi, held out hope until doing so became foolish. During my childhood in

California, she was one of the most important women in my life, and she became central again

in 2000, when I moved to Iran. Just like so many thousands Khaleh Farzi had been drawn to

the revolutionary street protests in Tehran without a clear sense of their destination, without

any inkling that they would explode the world of which she was so fond. Tehran under the

Shah, with a nightlife so dazzling she abandoned her studies in England to come home to party

—weekends at the Caspian, smoking grass on the beach in bikinis; weeknights in Tehran,

making the rounds of private clubs, drinking champagne in dresses from Paris.The move from

her pre-revolution party life in Tehran to the bedroom she shared with her husband in my

grandmother’s rented apartment in San Jose, was a shattering, incomprehensible blow. She

couldn’t drive, there had never been a need; that’s what drivers had been for. She never

thought she’d need to work, and like so many Iranian girls educated abroad for the principles of

being modern and well-bred, she had a useless degree—in her case, in sociology. Soon it

became clear that if her husband, Hamid, were to transfer his medical license to the U.S., he

would need to pass a bevy of tests in English. That meant many expensive classes. So Khaleh

Farzi stopped spending her days wistfully floating through the department stores she could no

longer afford to shop at, and donned the scratchy, dull blue uniform of a Woolworth’s waitress. I

wonder what people thought of her, this shy young Iranian woman with her bobbed hair,

delicate gamine features, and sad eyes. I wonder what she minded most: that an Iranian she

knew might walk in; that she had a college degree and was serving milk shakes; that this might

be reality, and not a bad dream—not a cruel interlude intended to make her value the life she

gambled away with what she later came to consider reckless idealism.As though this all wasn’t

enough to bear, her own sister, Maman, had the nerve to proclaim the revolution a good thing.

Maman had left Iran a few years back, and had more memories of the Shah’s oppressive

politics; in 1979 she was a single mother of a three-year-old, untroubled by the loss of a

glittering social life. And it was still early then. No one knew whether to believe the reports of

the countless executions; the full truth of the bloodbath would only emerge later. Full of fire and

exultation that the U.S.-puppet Shah had fallen, my mother coaxed my aging grandmother into

the car and drove to San Francisco to vote at the Iranian consulate in a referendum to support

the newly formed revolutionary government. Khaleh Farzi looked on bitterly.The trauma of

dislocation varied, of course, by generation and gender. Young husbands felt the pain of not

being able to provide, with great wounds to their male dignity and self-respect. Older people

like my grandparents missed the comforts of retirement in a familiar milieu, with old friends and

trusted servants; they felt vulnerable in a strange country, with a language they couldn’t speak.

But the loss everyone felt together, among the most acute, was the loss of gardens. Trees,

flowers, the garden courtyard occupy a hallowed space in Iranian culture. Just look through the

photo albums of an old Iranian family. You’ll find faded images of parents seated outside on a

raised divan covered with Persian rugs, with children playing by a fountain, or amidst a grove of

trees, in the background. In one of my favorite stories that Maman would tell me as a child, my

great-grandmother, in a fit of wounded rage at my great-grandfather, taking a second wife,

ordered the leveling of one of the oldest mulberry orchards—tall, proud trees that had grown

for decades, destroyed in revenge for his betrayal. She had found no better metaphor for the

death of her love than the destruction of trees. In California, the absence of gardens seemed

the bitterest part of our reconstructed lives.They tried to make do, my grandparents. Their

apartment in San Jose, which faced the garbage dumpster, had a small, squalid patch of green



out front, covered in coarse, dusty ivy. My grandfather, whom we called Agha Joon, patiently

cleared it away, and tried to grow gol-e shamdooni (geraniums). Each day he would water

them, determined to make something bloom, to resist letting himself go. My grandmother,

fiercely proud, had from the beginning decided on a strategy of not caring; if she could not

have her orchards at Farahzad, she didn’t want gardens at all. When the time came to minister

to the flowers, she would roll her eyes, “It’s Katouzi, what can I say?” as though my grandfather

—whom she called by his last name, in that stately, old way—were watering a desert. Their

apartment complex was built around a large pond, with grassy patches on its banks, and on

summer evenings we would lay out a rug and loll under the suburban sky with thermoses of

tea. My grandmother would cook a huge, steaming pot of fava beans, which we’d unpeel,

dipping the hot beans in a vinegary sauce, after popping them out of their long, velvety pods. I

wondered whether anyone I knew from school might see us—so absurd, we must seem, all

sprawled out on a rug by the pond, eating beans from the pod.My father, too, was obsessed

with the re-creation of a garden. He rented a plot of land in a lot in Saratoga, and each

weekend after he picked me up from Maman’s, we would drive there to water his patch. He

transported me to and from the patch in a white Volvo, the first of many white Volvos to come,

with the license plate RAKSH, after the name of the hero Rostam’s wondrous white steed, in

the Shahnameh, the Book of Kings, the ancient Persian epic poem. What’s your dad’s license

plate mean? my friends sometimes asked. Oh, it’s just this horse in this one story, I said

quickly. Eventually the Volvos graduated to SUVs, still white of course, and RAKSH became

RAKSH Jr., bearing us round the wide streets of San Jose, as though the suburbs were a

battle.With seeds he had relatives bring from Iran, Daddy planted rows of eggplant, narrow

cucumber, mint, basil, and all the herbs necessary for Persian cooking that at the time didn’t

exist—at least in their proper variety—at the immense supermarket that everyone else’s

parents seemed to find sufficient for their produce needs. The only aspect of Iranian culture he

cherished, and wanted to pass on to me, was this reverence for nature, which he worried he

might not be able to instill amidst the cement and strip malls of San Jose. And so, after

monitoring the progress of the Persian herbs, we would take long walks through the hills of Los

Altos, stopping at each new tree to note the quality of the bark, the shape of the leaves.

Eventually I could distinguish a mulberry tree from a walnut, walnut from almond, and both

from the tree that would grow pomegranates. At nights, Daddy would take sheets of white

paper and trace the outline of what looked like a bloated cat. He then built me an architect’s

table, on which I too could learn to draw the proper dimensions of the cat, which he informed

me was the accurate geographic contour of Iran. Until I became an adolescent, and insisted on

living at the mall, this was all my father and I did together: cultivate herbs, draw the cat-Iran to

scale, pass leafy examinations.Agha Joon, my grandfather, was a gentle, lyrical man, who

spent his days in America—almost three decades of them—reading Persian poetry, going for

walks, and not learning English. He never complained about the hardship or the crudeness of

his transplanted life, and somehow managed to keep that same remote, blissful look in his

eyes until the very end. His great joy was also his patch, which he eventually did transform into

a wild garden. When I would run back to the apartment after swimming, waiting for my bathing

suit to dry, he would point proudly to the blooming flowers, his voice lilting softly with a Turkish

accent, from his childhood in the ethnically Turkish region of Iran: Look, daughter, look at what

God has created. As a first-grader, it puzzled me that he considered this an offering from God.

Besides the fact that everyone knew he shunned religion, the sad, valiant garden seemed

more a cause for sorrow than thanks. But seeing the world gently was how Agha Joon coped,

and what protected his spirit from a change that had crushed stronger men. This is how he



kept the shame of these new circumstances from eating away at him, as it did my grandmother.

He ambled around the neighborhood, praised America for its vast malls, the quality of its

television channels, the orderliness of its traffic. Eventually he abandoned prose altogether,

and began communicating exclusively in verse, remaining connected to us only by the vast

stores of poetry in his memory. In each conversation he would dip into his reserves, and find a

suitable line or couplet to voice his thoughts. When Maman and I bitterly fought over some new

restriction, he refused to take sides. With eyes twinkling through his thick glasses, he would

elusively repeat the verse reserved for our arguments—“with the way illuminated, why do you

take the darker path? Go then, for you deserve the consequences!”—leaving it intentionally

unclear to which of us it was directed.Only at rare moments did I suspect that Agha Joon was

not entirely preoccupied with his flowers, but felt the sting of loss—on those days he would ask

Maman to play Banaan, the classical Persian singer whose voice ached with melancholy. He

would sit on the couch, pouring his tea into a saucer so it would cool more quickly, sipping it

through the sugar cubes held between his teeth. He would sit like that for hours, as the tape

played over and over. I would try to turn it down—my friends from school were calling to

discuss field hockey, and lip gloss, and I didn’t want them to hear foreign wailing in the

background. But Agha Joon’s hearing was starting to go, and he would look up with such

desolate surprise that I quickly turned the volume back up.As detached as my grandfather was

—dar alam-e khodesh, in his own world—or had managed to make himself, my grandmother

was alert. My cousins and I stopped watching television in her presence, frustrated by her

constant demand for translation. What are they saying, she would ask, even if she was in the

kitchen, her hands stained with green juice, wrist-deep in colanders of minced herbs. To her

mild irritation, Agha Joon was content to watch only animal world programs, whose stalking

lions and hatching eggs rendered words irrelevant.Mornings, in the sunlight by the window, my

grandmother sat me down to teach me a set of unfamiliar sounds—al-fatiha, the opening sura

of the Koran. But how can God be good, if he invented Khomeini? I asked, trying to evade the

lesson. I didn’t want to learn these unintelligible words; I already had my tap-dancing routine

and piano scales to memorize. Khomeini has never done anything bad to me personally, she

said. Well, duh, that’s because he didn’t know you, I replied, rolling my eyes.She always had a

tin of French raspberry pastilles in her bag, and had named all her children with names

beginning with F. Like all Iranian grandmothers, she never called out the name of one per se,

but a staccato string of all their names (Fariba, Ferial, Farzi, Fariborz) one of which would

inevitably be correct. When we would set out together from the apartment, for the short walk to

the grocery store, she slipped her hand into mine, and said, Asay-e dast-e mani, you are my

hand’s cane. I felt this as both a privilege and a burden, knowing that I, barely in second grade,

would have to defend her honor at the checkout line. Her acuity was a hundred times more

painful for me, because I knew with dread that she felt every backward glance, was stung by

every rude word from a pimply, ignorant teenager who only saw a strange old woman in a veil

in the line at the grocery store, taking too long to fumble the bills out of her clasp purse,

counting them out slowly.My grandmother cooked often, exclusively Persian food, and in that

manner typical to immigrants, exerted some control over her transplanted life through purity of

the palate. Since she refused to eat in restaurants, the kitchen became her domain, from

whence she spun fantastically delicate custards and fluffy cakes. Katouzi, she would call out to

my grandfather, come eat. And he would assume his usual place at the table, making his way

through a heaping pile of my favorite dish, adas polo, fluffy rice with cinnamon, lentils, and

raisins drizzled with saffron. Then he would remind us—as usual, in verse, with a couplet that

says when the appetite dwindles, the end approaches—that at his prime, he could eat four



times the amount of whatever he had just consumed, and drift into his bedroom for a nap.My

mother modeled herself after Agha Joon, seeing only what she wanted to see, impervious to

everything else. I was like my grandmother, proud, thin-skinned, sensitive to every backward

glance. And so it was with us, as it was with them—a constant friction, a dismay with the

other’s approach to the world. As Agha Joon planted his garden, enraptured by the petals and

leaves, my grandmother ignored it icily, disdainful of its modest size, preferring not to have one

at all. As my mother dragged me to operas, where we had to stand because seated tickets

were too expensive, I fidgeted sullenly, mortified at being relegated to the serf quarters in the

feudal system that was opera house seating. I’d rather stay home and rent a movie, I insisted,

than endure that sort of humiliation. But she wouldn’t hear of it, and so we went, planted on our

feet for hours on end, weekends in a row.The apartment complex was overrun with other

Iranian exiles, and the shoved-up-against-each-other intimacy of condo life—to the chagrin of

Khaleh Farzi, who lived with them—erased the social distinctions imposed in Tehran by

neighborhood and district. There were Iranians we could associate with, adam hesabi (good

families), and a slew of undesirables who I wasn’t sure whether I should say Salaam to. The

bogey man of the émigrés was a man who I remember as Mr. Savaki. He had been an official

in the SAVAK, the Shah’s brutal secret service, and he now spent endless hours by the pool,

turning his body on the beach chair as though he was on a rotisserie. I didn’t know what savaki

meant at the time—didn’t know it was a byword for torture—except that every grown-up’s face

drew tight and grave when the word was uttered. When my cousins and I spotted his leathery,

wrinkled body stretched out on a pool chair, we would stare briefly at the tattoo of the Shah’s

face on his bicep, and then flee. On the days he would come by for tea, sitting with Agha Joon

to enumerate the flaws of Ayatollah Khomeini, Khaleh Farzi would fume. Maman, I don’t

understand why you let that man into our house, she complained to my grandmother.Perhaps

the only person more offensive than Mr. Savaki was Mrs. Bazaari—a vulgar rug merchant who

prowled the complex in search of adam hesabi to terrorize into having tea. We secretly thought

she was pleased with the revolution, because her husband could stay in Tehran and sell rugs

to the newly rich revolutionaries, while she attempted to social climb among the old guard

abroad. Despite the fact that she was now working at Woolworth’s, Khaleh Farzi stood her

ground; our transplanted circumstances might make us vulnerable to every sort of indignity, but

nothing could force her to consort with bazaaris. Occasionally the cunning Mrs. Bazaari would

find pretexts to gain a foothold in the house, kidnapping Agha Joon in the neighborhood,

driving him home, and then claiming she had found him lost, wandering miles away. Khaleh

Farzi would wordlessly serve her a cup of tea, in silent protest against the transgression.That

we lived near two immense highways, and could go days without seeing anyone we knew at

the grocery store, didn’t diminish the tribal and village customs native to Tehranis. Namely,

being nosy about the personal lives of people we did not deign to know. For weeks Khaleh

Farzi had watched a parade of lovely young women enter and exit the house of an unkempt

Iranian man, who lived in the building next door. Baffled that someone so bireekht, so ugly,

could attract such company, Khaleh Farzi investigated, and learned that he dealt cocaine. It

was upon making such discoveries that Khaleh Farzi would lapse into a deep funk, and try not

to care that the Pakravans were buying their eleventh columned home in Los Altos. Observing

all this as a child, I had the impression that if life in Iran was anything similar, society must be

one vast sieve, with everyone trying to catch the people they wanted and filter out the rest.This

émigré political salon convened each Sunday at the condo complex’s Sunday brunch, over

donuts and coffee. The discussions became engaging enough that soon Iranians from around

the city began showing up, and until well into the afternoon—after the last rainbow sprinkle had



disappeared—they would debate the state of the country. The Sunday coffee was the ideally

neutral space for an inclusive discussion; here the social regulations governing laws of

interaction ceased to apply. There was no consensus on anything at all, except the fact that the

country had been ruined; No one agreed on whom to blame: Jimmy Carter, the Shah, the CIA,

the British, the BBC, the mullahs, the Marxists, or the Mujaheddin?Sometimes the intricacies

and exoticness of this inner Iranian world made me feel lucky, as though I’d been granted an

extra life. There was Azadeh at school, who managed to look and sound like the other kids,

barring the occasional lunchbox oddity; and there was Azadeh at home, who lived in a

separate world, with its own special language and rituals. More often, though, living between

two cultures just made me long for refuge in one. Maman’s attempts to fuse both worlds,

instead of compartmentalizing them, complicated everything. She didn’t want to sacrifice

anything: neither her Iranian values, nor her American independence. She refused to abdicate

one side for the other, not even for a time, and it made our life together harrowing and

unruly.Next door to us on Auburn Way, two blocks from my grandparents’ place, lived a single

mother with two young girls. Unlike Maman, who had seemingly taken a vow of celibacy after

her divorce, the single mom next door went out on dates all the time, and when she decided to

stay the night with the man of the week she’d leave her daughters home alone. One night the

younger one began to cry, emitting keening howls of fear, which Maman listened to for about

half an hour, and then could no longer bear it. She went next door, invited them over, and made

peanut butter sandwiches. We watched cartoons, while she set up little beds in our living room,

and finally drifted off to sleep in front of the TV. Early in the morning a loud knocking woke us—

their mother, still dressed in her evening clothes, was pounding on our door, shouting, and

waving the note Maman had left her. She was going to call the police, she screamed, how dare

we take her children—kidnap them—out of her house? Maman turned pale, and tried to invite

her inside for tea. She explained that the girls had been scared, but that they were fine—see,

all snuggly in their pajamas. I could already anticipate my father’s angry recrimination come

Friday, when he’d come to take me for the weekend, and she would recount the savagery of

American mothers, abandoning their children and then terrorizing a neighbor who showed

them kindness. “Fariba jan,” he would say, “you can’t do that sort of thing here. This is not Iran,

you can’t just take people’s kids out of their house in the middle of the night.”When it served

her purposes, Maman embraced America and lovingly recited all the qualities that made it

superior to our backward-looking Iranian culture. That Americans were honest, never made

promises they didn’t intend to keep, were open to therapy, believed a divorced woman was still

a whole person worthy of respect and a place in society—all this earned them vast respect in

Maman’s book. It seemed never to occur to her that values do not exist in a cultural vacuum but

are knit into a society’s fabric; they earn their place, derived from other related beliefs. Maman

thought values were like groceries; you’d cruise through the aisles, toss the ones you fancied

into your cart, and leave the unappealing ones on the shelf. When I was a teenager we

constantly fought over her pilfering through Iranian and American values at random, assigning

a particular behavior or habit she felt like promoting to the culture she could peg it to most

convincingly.Our earliest battle on this territory was over Madonna. Maman called her jendeh, a

prostitute, which I considered an offensive way to describe the singer of “La Isla Bonita.” On

what grounds, I argued, was she being condemned? Was it because she flaunted her

sexuality, and if so, did that make out-of-wedlock sexuality a bad thing? My defense of

Madonna seemed to infuriate Maman; her eyes flashed, and her bearing radiated a grave,

ominous disappointment. It was the same disproportionate reaction she’d show when I would

forget which elder in a room full of aging relatives I should have served tea to first, or when I’d



refuse to interrupt an afternoon with a friend to take vitamins to an elderly Iranian lady who

couldn’t drive. Certain conversations or requests, unbeknownst to me, would become symbolic

tests of my allegiance to that Iranian world, and the wrong response would plunge Maman into

dark feelings of failure and regret.At the prescient age of thirteen, I realized our Madonna

arguments signaled far more serious confrontations to come. Maman’s contempt for Madonna

seemed like sheer hypocrisy to me. Was this the same woman who thought it regressive and

awful that Iranian culture valued women through their marital status, and rated their

respectability according to the success or failure of their marriage? The woman who

denounced a culture that considered divorced women criminals? She believed it was only

modern to consider women fully equal to men, independent beings with a sacred right to

everything men were entitled. Somehow, it became clear through her designation of Madonna

as whore, that she also thought it fully consistent to believe premarital sex (for women) was

wrong, and that women who practiced it were morally compromised. The men she forgave,

offering an explanation worthy of an Iranian villager: “They can’t help themselves.” Women, it

seemed, were physiologically better equipped for deprivation. Often our fights would end with

me collapsing in tears, her bitterly condemning my unquestioning acceptance of “this decadent

culture’s corrupt ways,” and my usual finale: “It’s all your fault for raising me here; what did you

expect?”In Maman’s view, America was responsible for most that had gone wrong in the world.

Een gavhah, these cows, was her synonym for Americans. She’d established her criticisms

early on, and repeated them so often that to this day they are seared on my brain: “Americans

have no social skills. . . . They prefer their pets to people. . . . Shopping and sex, sex and

shopping; that’s all Americans think about. . . . They’ve figured out how corrupt they are, and

rather than fix themselves, they want to force their sick culture on the rest of the world.” Since

she mostly wheeled out these attitudes to justify why I couldn’t be friends with Adam-the-long-

haired-guitarist or why I couldn’t go to the movies twice in one week, or why I couldn’t wear

short skirts, I wondered whether they were sincere, or tactical.Her restrictions were futile, and

only turned me into a highly skilled liar with a suspiciously heavy backpack. Every morning she

would drop me off at a friend’s house, ostensibly so we could walk to school together. Once

inside I traded the Maman-approved outfit for something tighter, smeared some cherry gloss

on my lips, and headed off to class. Knowing I could secretly evade her restrictions helped me

endure the sermons, but sometimes the injustice of her moralizing would provoke me, and I

would fling jingoistic clichés designed to infuriate her: “Love it or leave it. . . . These colors don’t

run. . . . No one’s keeping you here.” At hearing these words come out of my mouth she’d hurl a

piece of fruit at me, dissolve into angry tears, and suddenly the fact that I was torturing my

poor, exiled single mother filled me with terrible grief, and I would apologize profusely, begging

forgiveness in the formal, filial Farsi I knew she craved to hear. In the style of a traditional

Iranian mother, she would pretend, for five days, that I did not exist; thaw on the sixth; and by

the seventh have forgotten the episode entirely, privately convinced that my rude friends, who

didn’t even say salaam to her when they came over, were responsible for ruining my

manners.When we encountered other second-generation Iranians at Persian parties, I was

struck by how much less conflicted they seemed over their dueling cultural identities. I decided

my own neurotic messiness in this area was the fault of my divorced parents. The only thing

they agreed on was the safety record of the Volvo, and how they should both drive one until I

finished junior high. But when it came to anything that mattered, for instance how I should be

raised, they didn’t even bother to carve out an agreement, so vast was the gulf that separated

their beliefs. My father was an atheist (Marx said God was dead) who called the Prophet

Mohammad a pedophile for marrying a nine-year-old girl. He thought the defining



characteristics of Iranian culture—fatalism, political paranoia, social obligations, an enthusiasm

for guilt—were responsible for the failures of modern Iran. He wouldn’t even condescend to use

the term “Iranian culture,” preferring to refer, to this day, to “that stinking culture”; he refused to

return to Iran, even for his mother’s funeral, and wouldn’t help me with my Persian homework,

a language, he pronounced direly “you will never use.” When I announced my decision to move

to Iran, his greatest fear, I think, was that something sufficiently awful would happen to me that

it would require his going back. That he had married Maman, a hyper-ideologue, a reactionary

as high-strung as they come, was baffling; little wonder they divorced when I was an infant.

Daddy was the benevolent father personified; he couldn’t have cared less about curfews,

dating, a fifth ear piercing, or whether my hair was purple or not.There were few times during

my adolescence that he intervened, but Maman’s attempt to make mosque attendees out of

her and me was one of them. Iranians, by and large, are subtle about their piety, and identify

more closely with Persian tradition than with Islam. Faith is a personal matter, commanding of

respect, but it does not infuse our culture in the totalizing way I have witnessed in certain Arab

countries, among many Sunni Muslims. Westernized, educated Iranians are fully secular—they

eat pork, don’t pray, ignore Ramadan—and so it had never occurred to the exile community to

start up a mosque. Hiking groups, discos, political soirees, definitely, but a mosque would have

been in bad taste; the revolution had made Islam the domain of the fundamentalists. But

Maman was one day struck by worry that I’d grow up ignorant of Islam, and decided some

formal religious training was in order. Every four years she seemed to choose a new religious

avenue to explore, convinced our lives were lacking in spirituality, and since we had already

done Buddhism and Hinduism, and briefly toyed with Mormonism, it was Islam’s turn.That was

the summer she enrolled us in a Sunni mosque. It was called the San Jose Islamic

Association, but it was really an enclave of super-pious, Sunni Pakistanis who had dedicated

their experience in America to avoiding their experience in America. A shabby pink Victorian

housed both the mosque and the Islamic Association; bearded men led the sermon, and the

women in the back, dressed in salwar kameez, dashed off at the final “allah akbar” to heat up

the naan. The sermons were boring, and the Pakistanis were cliquey, but the afternoon

morality class was the worst.Brother Rajabali (or somesuch pious name), a dark, spindly man

whose unenviable job it was to make the harsh Sunni morality applicable to our lives in

California, had dedicated the afternoon’s lesson to sex, and how its only purpose was

procreation. Maman nodded gravely, the Bosnian girls scribbled notes to one another, and I sat

wondering whether all Sunnis were so narrow-minded. Eventually, I convinced a coalition of

relatives the mosque was run by fundamentalist, radical Sunnis who were trying to brainwash

me. My grandmother interceded, afraid I would be turned away from Islam forever, and we

never set foot again into the sad old Victorian with its angry believers. They still send us their

monthly newsletter, full of ads for halal meat grocers we never frequent.The civil war in our

house—heralded by the Madonna fight and the weekly doses of Brother Rajabali—erupted

unexpectedly on a fall afternoon, during a placid walk around the neighborhood. By that time I

was well into high school, and envious of friends who had co-conspirator mothers, always

ready to help them primp for first dates, delighted to follow the twists and turns of their teenage

romances. I deeply hoped that Maman and I were ready to transcend the don’t-ask-don’t-tell

policy we had been driven to by the ceaseless arguments of my early teenage years. As we

walked, she turned and with the kindest smile said to me, “Azadeh jan, I want you to know that

if you ever decide to become, ahem, close with your boyfriend, I’m here for you, and want to

know about it. Not to lecture you, but because I want to be your friend and advise you. There

are so many important things you might not be thinking about, and I’m in a position to help.”



Maman was devoutly into meditation, yoga, and all the other spiritual hobbies in California that

teach a person, even a displaced Iranian, how to sound far more open-minded, sensitive, and

tolerant than they actually are.A wise voice inside my head told me to be skeptical, but I was so

enchanted at the prospect of having a modern mother—already envisioning us stopping at

Planned Parenthood together on the way to the mall—that with breathtaking stupidity I told her

the truth. Immediately red splotches appeared all over her face, and she began crying, in huge,

gulping sobs, emitting a string of incoherent denials and interrogations: “Khak bar saram [may

dirt fall on my head!]. . . . Vay, vay . . . You’re too young, why did we ever come to this mamlekat-

e-kharabshodeh [ruined country]. . . . When?? ... For how long?” I had been duped, and would

pay for it dearly. “What is wrong with you?” I yelled. “You tricked me! How can you do this, after

asking yourself? You promised to help.” The sun sank, and we were still walking. The tears

came fast and furious as we did lap after lap around streets that looked the same. That week,

Maman re-enrolled in therapy, banned my boyfriend from the house, and vilified him with a

propaganda campaign worthy of the darkest dictatorship. The episode cemented a conclusion I

had long been approaching: Being Iranian amounted to psychological torture. It meant bringing

a friend home from school, to find an old woman (there was perpetually a great-aunt or third

cousin in town) with a flowered bonnet on her head kneeling in prayer, or sifting through a vast

pile of dried herbs like a prehistoric gatherer. It demanded a rejection of the only lifestyle I knew

and wanted and offered only vague promises of community inclusion in exchange. And so I

decided then and there that Iranianness and I must part.This break came at a convenient time,

just as I was old enough to realize with the sensibility of a young adult, rather than the fuzzy

intuition of a child, what a burden it was to be Iranian in America. The hostage crisis had

forever stained our image in the American psyche, and slowly I saw how this shaped so much

of what we did and strove for as immigrants. We could never take for granted that ordinary

Americans—people Maman would encounter at PTA meetings, or at work—would know that

the very fact of our living in the U.S. differentiated us from the type of Iranians who held U.S.

diplomats at gunpoint for 444 days. Each time I told someone I was Iranian, I would search

their face for a sign that they understood this.Iranians coped with this oppressive legacy in

various ways. Some, like parts of my family, willed it away by losing any trace of a Persian

accent, and becoming so professionally successful that they entered a stratum of American

society sophisticated enough to understand and appreciate their presence and contribution.

Some, nearly a million in fact, sought strength in numbers and founded a colony in Los

Angeles. They seemed unfazed by their growing reputation for vulgarity and obsession with

image; better to be associated with a penchant for BMWs than revolutionary Islam, they

figured.The Iranians who fled the revolution, and those who were already in the United States

when it happened, included the country’s best and brightest. That they succeeded in their

adopted home is not such a surprise. But the image of that Islam-intoxicated, wild-eyed

hostage taker was still a shadow that dogged all of us. Whether we were monarchists or not,

whether we took some responsibility for what happened in Iran or blamed others, the shame of

the revolution placed enormous pressure to be successful, but discreet about being Iranian. As

though to make up for this image’s awfulness we had to be ever more exceptional, achieve

more, acquire more degrees, more wealth, make more discoveries—to become indispensable.

All this effort was needed to clear up our nationality’s good name; being average, obviously,

would not cut it. Redemption became our burden.These were the preoccupations of my

parents’ generation of exiles, and it left little energy for ministering to the second generation’s

delicate cultural transition. We were on our own, as our parents struggled with their nostalgia

and political anger. As a teenager I felt there was nowhere to turn, and I often felt invisible,



alone with my two irreconcilable halves. Sometimes it felt like we didn’t even exist, even though

I had proof we did (there were Iranian grocery stores, after all, with too much feta cheese and

baklava for our own little circle). We weren’t reflected anywhere—not on television, not on

radio; we didn’t even have our own ethnic slur (the ones for Arabs didn’t count), let alone a

spoof on The Simpsons. It was too overwhelming to dwell in a home wracked with inter-cultural

turmoil, within a larger community wrapped up in the awkwardness of arrival, to attempt to

bridge my two identities.
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